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Don T

on
03/28/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










It came with a few more FRESH nicks and dings that I wold have expected. Other than some handling abuse, it looks to be in great shape for a 1931 issue. I can't wait to get her de-greased and put some rounds down range. 











Harold B

on
03/27/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My gun is a sweet 1931, the magazine and the banet have been replaced but all the rest is matching numbers. Stock is in very good shape, finish looks good. It works very well, trigger squeeze is very smooth, gun is very accurate. Lots of fun to shoot 











James M

on
03/21/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice rifle, Tula 1936 Hex, as advertised, s/n match, stock in great shape, no rust at all, barrel was not crowned, packed in oil and was easy to clean using odorless mineral spirits from home depot. Get a 2" section of PVC and a cap, no need to solvent weld it in place, just friction fit it. Place the barrel in the pvc pipe, then slowly pour the mineral spirits into the pipe. Let the barrel sit in the solvent and gently agitate it every 10 min. and then remove barrel and invert it and repeat. Same for the bolt, trigger and magazine, get a plastic storage bin, small size, and let them soak in the solvent and it will dissolve the cosmoline. Clean up the stock while the other parts are soaking in the solvent. Nice to shoot a piece of history. Thinking about a Boyd stock to replace the original to jazz it up a bit. 











Joshua J

on
03/10/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It took quite a while for this rifle to ship..within their estimated range, but I still longer than I'm used to waiting from Bud's. That being said, this thing is one fine specimen. Came in the usual amount of cosmoline (love that stuff), and after cleaning it up it has one of the best looking stocks I've ever seen on a Mosin. Mine was a 1932 from Tula, matching serial numbers except bayonet, and not counterbored. Action is smooth as butter. Came with two pouches, tool kit, bayonet, two oil cans, and a sling that doesn't fit. Appeared to be carbine length. But seriously..oh so sexy. 











Antonio B

on
03/08/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Absolutely Fantastic!!!! I got a 1929 Hex with Excellent Stock, Not Counter-bored with a shinny barrel with strong grooves. It was caked in cosmoline but after a complete clean-up, it turned out to be a beautiful rifle. This was my second purchase from Buds and I highly recommend. 











Per H

on
03/04/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the best Mosin I have received to date. Very little cosmoline and very few surface defects! The bore is excellent, as well, as the bluing. Not a spot of rust! All markings matched and I did get the kit and sling accessories to boot. I would rate this 1930 Tula as excellent and this will be the one Mosin I would not fire. It is a wall hanger. Buds came thru on this order. Five stars for this 84 year old Russian example of simplicity and durability. I am very pleased with this rifle. Order one today before they are gone! 











Greg S

on
02/15/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Took a few days to ship, but the rifle I received was worth the wait. Got a nice 1923 Izhevsk ex-dragoon built on an 1897 receiver. Condition is very good, an came with all the swag. Very pleased with the rifle. 











Allan H

on
02/07/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nagant arrived in great condition. Very pleased with the weapon. 











Phil W

on
01/30/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my 1935 Tula Hex today, rifle appears to be in great shape, metal looks very good, bluing is quite nice, no pitting or rust that I can see. All serial numbers match except the mag floor plate, it has been force matched. Stock is in excellent condition as described, only minor nicks. Barrel is not counter bored and rifling appears strong. Was well packaged and came with bayonet, tools, oil can. Buds was great as usual. If you have not purchased a hex model do yourself a favor and buy one before the are all gone. These are generally in better condition and more attention was made during the milling process vs. those that were wartime production. 











John C

on
01/15/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got my hex today 1922 I love it and I will be ordering another one thanks buds 











Chris N

on
01/10/2014




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Recvd mine quickly so shipping was excellant But 1944 HEX, replaced barrel? Disassembled and foiund a 1935 date stamped on breach underneath. Not happy that this was not exactly what was ordered was expecting a true HEX not a 'pieced' together one. 











Kenneth R

on
01/06/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my 91/30 Hex from my FFL. This is my second Mosin. My first was an M44. Very quick shipping. I am VERY happy with this rifle. This rifle looks as if it has very little use if any. Stock only has one scratch (because bayonet and accessories were loose in the box - which was in near pieces). Beautiful wood finish - nearly no cosmoline - blueing 95% good - no rust - great barrel - polished looking bolt assembly that fit very well and operated very smooth - like a new firearm. I highly recommend this product. Great job - Bud's! One note - I would pay xtra for secure shipping box of the Mosin rifles. 











Josh H

on
12/31/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this just 10 days before Christmas, and had it at my dealer in 3 days which is a huge shock considering this is a very bad time to expect fast shipping, needless to say I am very pleased with the service. The rifle looked good on the outside, the stock had very few nicks and the gun had very little cosmoline on it, unfortunately once disassembled, their were a few rust areas but not a issue that a little gun oil and elbow grease cant fix. I waited to review until after shooting and on that topic mine shot beautifully at 30 yards and this was just to test function and accuracy, both were top notch. this rifle is worth the money not only is it a hex receiver, but mine was a tula built in 1934, a nice shock as well. these are great rifles with a great price and that sums up my opinion. 











Mike N

on
12/19/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I recieved my mosin nagant hex today and its everything its advertised to be! Im greatly satisfied at its condition. Mine was made in 1935 at Izhevsk and as I looked over the rifle, I was pleasantly supperised by its appearance right out of the box! If it has a flaw, I cant find it! Looking forward to shooting it tomorrow! Thanks Buds! Mike 











Mason H

on
12/04/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Picked up my new rifle from my FFL dealer today. Shipping was fast and efficient, even with the hustle and bustle of the Holiday shipping season. I cannot express enough how amazingly thrilled I am with this rifle. The blueing is absolutely gorgeous, perhaps even near perfect. All numbers match on this rifle, and there is no rust whatsoever. Also a pleasant surprise was the lack of thick cosmoline coating on the rifle, as is usually the case with surplus Russian/Bloc stuff. The stock is near-perfect, with no scuff marks whatsoever and is beautiful. The rifle is a TULA from 1933. I highly recommend this to anyone looking for a collector-grade Mosin or a great shooter/hunting rifle. 











Dennis P

on
12/04/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I opened the box on my new hex Mosin Nagant and found a real treasure. The bluing on the rifle is near 100% and the stock has some very minor scuffs. THE BEST PART; ALL the serial numbers MATCH and the rifle was built in TULA in 1938. A great find at a very good price. There is nothing rough about this diamond! :) 











Rafael M

on
11/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm new to the mosin nagant ownership club , the rifle is in excellent condition as advertise all matching number except the bayonet . I've purchased 2 rifle at the same time shipping was fast after the echeck cleared . 











Chong L

on
10/31/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Extremely fast shipping. Another great buy from Buds. Got it within the same week I ordered it. Gun came in as described and I was surprised by the shape it was in. Had no cosmoline on exterior of gun (probable cause it might have been refinished), and little to no cosmoline on the inside. Made me happy and saved me time from cleaning. Wood was in great shape. No chips and still had the refinished chilack on it. No scratch on barrel or receiver. Very clean gun. Got lucky with this one. Well worth the extra 30 bucks from the regular round receiver. Thanks Buds! 











Karlis E

on
10/30/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great buy! Shoots well, and makes you appreciate those who fought and used this type of gun. Would recommend everyone buy one! 











Charles O

on
10/28/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bud's delivered on 2 gems this time: a '34 and a '43. Both arrived in superior condition with nice shiny bores. The "43" appears to be an older model re-barreled in 43-44 and has a "sniper-grade" barrel on it per the markings. Both have nice wartime stocks. 











Mitchell S

on
10/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fast ship and arrived fantastic. All matching numbers, no rust, bluing is perfect. I got a 1926 and I can't believe how good of shape it's in. 











E.d. C

on
10/07/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Another great purchase from BUDS ! All the numbers match except the bayonet , stock was in great condition , barrel has deep rifling and was not counterbored , minimal cosmoline if any , I think it might have been just oil from the refurbishment . Will try to shoot it soon , but if its as good as the M38 purchased from BUDS it should not be any problem . . . goes BOOM ! 











Sharon C

on
09/27/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This 1928 rifle is in excellent shape as advertised. Came with the Tool Kit, Oil Can, And Bayonet. All the numbers matched on the gun except for the bayonet. But that is neither here nor there. I would liked to have had the matching serialized bayonet, but we all know how that goes with these rifles. The gun was caked in cosmoline which all these surplus rifles are. But I spent about 2 hours taking this rifle apart with my husband and everything came apart with ease. The Hex Receiver has all the numbers on it and are VERY visible to the eye. In fact all the numbers on the gun are in mint shape. Once I get done refinishing the stock and clean this rifle up to it's natural form it should be a wall hanger for sure. Really looking forward to the cleanup and getting this rifle added to my collection. Purchased the rifle and in 2 days time it was in my house. Thanks Buds!! Couldn't have asked for a better transaction. It's the way I like to do business. Quick, Simple, Easy, Reliable. 











Michael K

on
09/10/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first firearms purchase from Bud's. I placed the order over the phone. Bud's customer service was excellent! I paid with a money order right before the Labor Day weekend so it took about 10 days to get to my FFL. I had a great transaction with the FFL (who very kindly discounts his fee for military and veterans!) I am very pleased with my purchase from Bud's! The rifle that I received was a 1931 Tula, all numbers matching and 3 digits (169) to boot!!! The Tula star was very sharp and distinct. It was very lightly coated with cosmoline. After diasassembly, there was no visible rust at all. I would rate the bluing at 90%-95%. The bore was a little dark but I anticipate it clearing up really well. The barrel had strong rifling and was not counter bored. The bolt was shiny with a light coat of cosmoline and was correctly headspaced. The stock is in great shape with no gouges or cracks. It was grimy and I will have to do some work on the escutcheons to get them looking sharp. The butt plate has some character and serves to remind that this is a military rifle that has seen hard service. Additionally, the rifle came with a non-numbers matching bayonet (that easily fit!), the headspace/takedown tool, oiler, and two muzzle crown caps from the cleaning kit. All in all, I feel like I really came out ahead on this transaction! Other dealers are asking $250-$300 for their hex receiver Mosins or they want you to pay a premium for Tula manufactured rifles. I will definitely do more business with Bud's! Tomorrow I'm going to order a Type 53. Hopefully I have an equally great experience with that rifle! Thanks Bud's!!! 











Steven M

on
09/07/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Have always had great luck with Buds. Shipping on this one took a couple of weeks, unusual for Buds. The rifle itself was in 'ok' shape - had to strip down 1/2 the stock a bit and refinish - it looked almost like paint on the front half. Overall, not as good a condition as I expected, but ok for a surplus rifle. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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